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What’s in the Box

- 1 Dual Beam Fixture
- 1 Red Power Disconnect Plug
- 1 Battery Charger
- 1 Magnetic Wall Mount Plate ( w/Command Strip )
- 1 Umbrella Pole Clip ( w/ 2 Screws )
- 1 Color Filter Pack ( 4 Warm, 1 White )
- 4 Diffusion Lenses ( 2 80 degree, 2 50 Degree Low Glare )
- 1 Information/Instruction Pack

Thank You for investing in our highly unique
battery powered Dual-Beam LED Lighting System!

We know you will love its elegant design,
amazing high quality “Event Level” light output and the many

ways you will be able to effortlessly add beautiful warm-white light
to every work and living space in your life,

all without the need for AC Power, an Electrician, or the restrictions
of having to be near a power outlet.

If you have any questions, or would like to purchase any
additional accessories such as our Remote Controls, Transport Cases, or

our storage/charging racks perfect for Restaurants and Venues,
please don’t hesitate to contact us.

603-222-1500 chargingsales@fuellighting.com
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Battery Charging Port
Only use supplied FUEL charger

to prevent battery damage

IR Sensor Window

Rotary Power Switch
0 = Standy/Off
10 = 10% Intensity
50 = 50% Intensity
100 = Full Brightness

( 48 Hours Runtime )

( 21 Hours Runtime )

( 7 Hours Runtime )

Group Buttons A,B,C,D
These settings are used to create groups of fixtures that

can be individually controlled.
Creating groups allows you to dim multiple fixtures all at one time.

Simply set the fixture to the group you want, press/activate the same
group number on the remote.

Now press any of the intensity buttons to set the
brightness of that group.

For use when purchasing
one of our IR Remote Controls

Remote Sold Seperately

Super-IR
Provides our

most powerful control signal
boasting a 200’

.
Used at events or when

fixtures are at a distance.

line-of-site control range

Standard IR
Provides for 35’

.
Perfect for in-home use
or short range needs.

Light weight and inexpensive!

line-of-site control range

Remote Control Ordering Tips!
1. One Remote can control all your fixtures, so only order the quantity that suits your need.

... If you have 10 fixtures placed under 10 individual umbrellas,
you can use one remote to control them by pressing and holding down the button

or by pressing multiple times.

2. Keep in mind that IR is a line-of-site signal ( which means
for best results you should point the remote toward the fixtures you want to control,

and you will need to see the fixture to control it. The only exception to this rule is
when using our Super-IR. The signal is so powerful, you can bounce the signal off

of ceilings and walls that reflect back to the fixture.

3. We do recommend you purchase 2 remotes when using our fixtures in professional settings
,such as Restaurants or Event Spaces, to insure you have

a backup in case you damage or lose one.

For example

Same as your TV Remote)

TM

Our Super-IR Remote
has more buttons
allowing you to choose
just the right brightness
setting.
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Color Filter Pack

Creating the perfect atmosphere requires the perfect color.
This color filter pack includes 4 Warming Filters and 1 Whitening Filter.

Warm 1 Warm 2 Warm 3 Warm 4 White

Design and Use Notes

1. - The Dual Beam has a native light output color of 2700K ( Incandescent )

2. creates a soft warm peachy color that is great for dining when you want soft but not too amber.

3. is closer to candle light creating a warmer and softer look and feel.

4. is very comfortable to the eye when used in a darker setting. The eye adjusts to this
deeper amber creating a very relaxing setting.

5. is the closest to real fire. Not red, but a very deep amber that blends well in spaces with
fire places or dark tones. It is also great when you want to create an atmosphere that is more of a deep
radiant glow rather a setting that is brighter or whiter to the eye.

6. - This blue filter converts the native 2700K LED color to a clean white. This crisp white
is very useful when you want objects or surfaces that have cool tones such as blue, lavender
and whites to visually pop.

A. to warm tones as it gets darker. What appears as almost red when viewed
in daylight will look very soft and comforting and natural in dark settings
.
B. , we offer a 10 color pack that will give you many options to experiment
with colors such as Pink, Blue, Yellow, Green, Fuschia and Purple. Your ability to create two-tone designs
will be fun, while making your light system much more customizable to the spaces you are using them in.

Tips -

Native Light Output Color

Warm 1

Warm 2

Warm 3

Warm 4

White

Your eyes will adjust

For even more creative options

2 of each color filter is included with each light so you can have matching
beams, or you can get creative and have a deeper amber projecting up, with a lighter amber projecting down.
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Step #1
Remove Retaining Ring

by grabbing and pulling one
end  with your Finger Nail

If you need to use a tool to remove
the Ring insure it is not sharp so you
don’t accidentally scratch the lens.

We recommend the tip
of a pen or a bobby pin which has

rubber coated ends..

Alternate Way

Step #2

Step #3

Simply Place your Color Filter
and/or Diffusion Lens of choice

on top of the Main Lens

First Place One
End Under Lip

Push to Lock
Ring in Place

Inserting Color and Diffusion Lenses
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Diffusion Lenses

Ultra-Wide
( Adds 80 Degrees )

Wide
w/Glare Control

( Adds 50 Degrees )

Wide w/Glare Control -

This unique Lens adds 50 degrees of Beam width which is
perfect for soft accents up a wall, or to down-light a patio table. It is also very effective
at uplighting an umbrella depending on the size of the umbrella or how much of the
umbrella surface you want to evenly illuminate.
The Pattern helps to control light spreading to wide which can be visually
distracting or bothersome when sitting at a table looking up at the fixture.

Glare Control

Ultra-Wide Angle -

The Ultra-Wide Angle 80 degree Lens is specifically designed for close range wide angle
illumination. For example, if you position the Dual-Beam close to the Umbrella surface it
can still radiate light 180 degrees allowing more light to reach the outer edges of the umbrella.
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Fixture Position = Eye/Glare Control and Surface Coverage

Slide

1. , The Dual-Beam was designed
to limit and control glare while still effectively highlighting your Table and Umbrella.

For the most comfortable Seating and Dining Experience

2. With the Dual-Beam there are 2 ways to control glare and increase/decrease coverage.

Ultra-Wide 80 Degree

Wide 50 Degree
Glare Control

A . Lens Choice - Choosing the correct Lens Is the start. The Native Beam Spread of the
Dual-Beam ( no diffusion Lens Installed ) is 25 Degrees which is perfect when lighting columns and narrow
patches of walls when set-up as a wall sconce.
For Umbrella lighting we incorporate Lenses to widen the beam for better coverage.
The Wide w/Glare Control produces a 75+ Degree Beam, and the Ultra-Wide Produces a 150+ Degree Beam.

B. Fixture Position - Sliding the Dual-Beam up closer to the Umbrella, or down closer to the Table, greatly
effects the way light is spread over these two elements. It also gives you total control over the eye glare that is
experienced when sitting at the table.
If your goal is to light the table evenly, slide the fixture UP until your table looks perfect.
If your goal is to control eye glare,  then sit at the table and slide the fixture up/down until it is comfortable..

3. - The Unique Light Spread of the Dual-Beam allows you to
illuminate the Umbrella Design while still providing high quality light to your table surface.
This allows for eye catching layouts and designs that incorporate your Umbrella size, shape and print into the
overall visual experience.
Whether you have company branded Umbrellas or Designer Styled Umbrellas, they will instantly become
a key visual element that will look amazing and draw attention from all angles.

Branded or Designer Umbrellas?

Notice NO Glare
on Chairs?

Perfect Dining
Experience!

Above eye level
when standing,

NO glare when sitting
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Dual-Beam wall plates allow you to install your fixture on almost any smooth surface quickly and easily.
Each wall plate has a Hook & Loop Command Strip on the

back, along with an internal magnet allowing you to temporarily place your fixtures
throughout your living or work spaces.

Magnetic Surface Plate Instruction

Installation Notes -

1. Dual Beam Wall Plates utilize 3M Command Strips which are designed for smooth surfaces.
2. Avoid surfaces that are textured such as brick, fabric and wallpaper.
3. Do not use on fresh paint.
4. For outdoor use, we recommend changing the Command Strip to an
“outdoor” Command Strip which is designed for hot environments and inclement weather..

1 of 2
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Magnetic Surface Plate Instruction

Each Wall Plate
comes with Hook-&-Loop

Command Strip
on the back

Design Tip! - You can paint your Wall plate to match your wall color!

Peel Backing to reveal
Adhesive Surface

Step #1 Step #2

Push and Apply Pressure
With Thumb

for 30 Seconds

Note - The adhesive needs at least
30 seconds of direct pressure to

activate and hold securely to the surface,
and 24 hours to fully cure and be at its strongest.

It is best to not remove the plate until
it has cured for 24 hours

Step #3

How to Remove Plate

Place index finger tip under the end of the plate
to pull the bottom away from the wall.

Tip! - Do not grab the center or top of the plate
since that would pull the Command Strip

straight off the wall which could
result in damage to the surface

Do not Pull
from this

area. It will not
easily release without
possible damage to
delicate surfaces.

To Remove Command Strip from Wall

2 Part Hook & Loop

Leave this strip on
the wall plate to Reuse

Grab the 3M Tab
and Pull Straight Down
Never Pull straight out off the wall since

that could damage your surface

To Purchase additional Hook & Loop Command Strips,
look for... Medium Picture Hanging Strips 12lb Rating

2 of 2

Ceiling

Floor
Orient Tab

toward Floor
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5. Use Our Chargers -- Use only FUEL chargers to insure the ba� ery is charged

properly at the right rate. Chargers designed for other types of ba� ery cells or

packs that are not the same voltage can cause serious damage or fire.

6. Abnormal Charger Ac�vity -- Look for ac�vity such simultaneous flashing red and

green. This may point to a charger issue that can lead to poor or zero charging.

7. – If a Fixture is dropped it is recommended to monitor closely

while being charged. Hard impacts can cause a ba� ery cell to fail or the electronic

board to crack, which could impede its ability to protest itself. Simply keep an eye

on it as the charging cycle occurs.

Impact to the Ba� ery

4. Extreme Temperatures –

� Cold – It will not harm the ba� ery to charge them a�er they have been

stored in very cold temperatures, BUT, the cells may not accept power

from the charger un�l they rise to room temperature, so you may see an

increase in charging �me before reading as FULL.

� Heat -- Do not try to charge if the fixture is extremely hot, such as le� in the

sun and the body is physically hot. It is not safe if the ba� ery cells are hot

since charging them will cause even more heat within the cells which can

cause degrada�on or even a total failure of the Pack in extreme cases in

the form of a fire or explosion

3. Once Fully Charged -- Remove the fixture from the charger as soon as possible once

it has reached a full charge and place the Power Retaining Plug in the Charging Port

to Prevent ba� ery deple�on over �me.

2. When Fixture Ba� ery is Fully Discharged -- When discharging the system to zero

ba� ery power, it is best to get them on the charger as soon as possible. This is

especially true if the fixture which indicates the ba� ery has run to its

lowest safe voltage before damaging it. If le� in this state for too long it can

degrade the ba� ery system.

shut off

1. Storing Fixtures or During Long Periods of Non-Use -- If you are storing fixtures for

lengths of �me, ( A few weeks or more ) it is op�mal to store them at about 50%

discharged. It is healthier to store a fixture for 3 months at 50% rather than 100%.

NOTE - There is no Ba� ery “memory” issues with Lithium Cells being stored at 50%.

Red Light = Charging

Green Light - Fully Charged

Ba� ery Charging and Maintenance Tips…
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